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A simplified summary of the universe

Matter Energy

Interactions

Disclaimer: We will not use the word force, which is only one way to describe

interactions.

Types of interaction:

Matter + Matter Matter + Energy Energy + Energy
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Early theories: before unification

There are many kinds of matter and many kinds of energy.

Early theories tried to explain a single kind of phenomena involving a limited

set of objects.

• Law of buoyancy

• Law of falling bodies

• Kepler’s laws for planetary motion

• Law of reflection of light

• . . .
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The first big unification: Newton

Newtonian revolution: two great aspects.

Unification of laws of terrestrial and celestial motion: Same reason why

• moon goes around the earth,

• an apple falls from a tree.

The law of universal gravitation: As if the interactions have their own identity,

e.g., through the gravitational constant which is not the property of any

material object.
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The second big unification: Maxwell

Magnetism and electricity were known since antiquity. They were studied

independently of each other until the beginning of 19th century.

Oersted (1819): Electric current produces magnetic field.

Ampère (1819): Circuital law.

Biot-Savart (1820): Magnetic field due to a current.

Faraday (1831): Changing magnetic field produces an electric field.

Maxwell (1864): Unified laws of electricity and magnetism.

♣ The laws cannot be separated into an electric and a magnetic part.

♣ Since then, electromagnetism.

♣ Electromagnetic information travels at the speed of light.

♣ Light is a kind of electromagnetic wave.
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The 19th century synthesis

• Heat energy is energy of random motion of molecules.

• Sound energy is generated by motion of molecules.

These are therefore derived forms of energy.

At a basic level, all forces are

either electromagnetic or gravitational.

In 1915, Einstein provided a field theory of gravitation (General theory of

relativity), at par with Maxwell’s field theory of electromagnetism.

This theory treats gravitation as a consequence of the geometry of speacetime.
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Unification at the classical level?

Can one unify gravitational and electromagnetic interactions?

Einstein’s theory of gravitation (General theory of relativity) was based on a

geometry of the 4-dimensional spacetime.

Specification of the geometry requires a formula for the distance between two

spacetime points: a (symmetric) rank-2 tensor of 4 co-ordinates.

Specification of the electromagnetic field requires the electric and magnetic

fields: an (antisymmetric) rank-2 tensor of 4 co-ordinates.

Would it be possible to combine the two by using a general rank-2 tensor?

Einstein tried this in the final few decades of his life, without success.
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Four kinds of interaction

With the discovery of the atomic nuclei, one needed to add to that list.

We now know that there are four different kinds of interactions.

1. Gravitational : planetary system, stars and galaxies.

2. Electromagnetic : formation of atoms.

3. Strong : stability of atomic nuclei.

4. Weak : beta decay.

For the last two, one can have only quantum theory since they operate only at

very short distances.
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Quantum theory

Classical theory: Matter as particles, energy as waves.

Planck (1900) & Einstein (1905): Energy has particle-like properties.

de Broglie (1924): Matter should also have wave-like properties.

Quantum mechanics started and flourished with de Broglie’s idea.

Relativistic quantum mechanics involves quantum theory of fields (a field is a

function of spacetime).

Energy exchanges in fields can be seen as exchange of particles which are

quanta of fields. Any particle is the quantum of some field. Examples:

Field particle spin type

Electron field electron 1

2
fermion

EM field photon 1 boson
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Quantum electrodynamics: a U(1) theory

In classical electrodynamics, one can define vector and scalar potentials

through the relations

~B = ~∇× ~A , ~E = −
∂ ~A

∂t
− ~∇ϕ .

These potentials have some arbitrariness for given ~E and ~B:

~A −→ ~A− ~∇f , ϕ −→ ϕ +
∂f

∂t
.

In quantum theory, one has to augment such transformations with a phase

change of wavefunctions:

ψ −→ exp(−ief)ψ .

Since an expression of the form eiθ can be thought of as a 1 × 1 dimensional

unitary matrix, the symmetry is called a U(1) symmetry.
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Kałuza-Klein approach to unification

Suppose the spacetime geometry is 5-dimensional.

Geometry of 4 of these 5 dimensions describes gravitation just like in Einstein’s

General theory of relativity.

The other dimension is curled up into a circle. So the geometry of this 5th

dimension is like a U(1) space.

So electromagnetism can be part of a geometrical theory as well.

Why can’t we see the 5th dimension? Because its size is very small, too small

to be detected: it is a compactified dimension.

Question: Can the strong and weak forces be seen as geometrical effects?
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Gauge theories

Yang and Mills decided to look at theories like QED in a different way.

They considered the U(1) symmetry of the wavefunctions to be fundamental. To

maintain this symmetry with arbitrary phase, one needs to introduce ~A and ϕ.

Together, ~A and ϕ constitute a 4-dimensional vector in spacetime. Its quantum

is the photon.

Advantage: now you can start with symmetries more complicated than U(1).

Any such theory, starting with any symmetry, is called a gauge theory.

Examples of symmetry:

SU(2): Phases of two quantities, and rotation between the two.

SU(3): Phases of three quantities, and rotation between them.
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The standard model

Strong, weak and electromagnetic — all three interactions are described

through gauge theories.

Interaction Gauge symmetry Name Gauge bosons

Strong SU(3)
Quantum

Chromodynamics 8 gluons

Weak and EM SU(2)×U(1) electroweak theory W+,W−, Z, photon

This is also a unification of sorts, viz., all three interactions are described

through the same kind of mathematical structure.
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Grand unification

Still, it is not really unification:

1. There is no gravity. (Leave this out for the moment.)

2. The interactions have different strengths.

3. The gauge symmetries are different.

As energies get higher, strength of strong interaction decreases and strength of

EM interaction increases.

They will meet at some point. If the weak interaction strength also meets there,

then all three are the same, and SU(3), SU(2) and U(1) all can be parts of a

bigger symmetry.

This idea is called grand unification. No experimental support for this idea yet,

but it is a strong contender for unification.
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Supersymmetry

The three lines do not in fact meet,

unless there are other particles,

unknown to present experiments.

Supersymmetry: For every known

fermion, there is a superpartner boson;

for every known boson, there is a

superpartner fermion.
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What’s so difficult about gravitation?

Unification with gravity is a far cry. Why?

1. There is no quantum theory of gravity.

2. Theories of all other interactions are set on a fixed spacetime. In Einstein’s

GTR, the spacetime is dynamical.

However, some features of the quantum theory of gravity are known.

• Particle mediating gravitational interaction (named graviton) has spin 2.

Compare with: EM interactions are mediated by photons, whose spin is 1.

• Graviton is massless, just like the photon. That is why gravitational

interaction has infinite range.
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Superstrings

Fundamental objects are strings (1-dimensional objects), not particles.

Particles are characteristics of waves on these strings.

Waves on a normal string can only be bosonic. So add supersymmetry to include

fermions. The result is called superstrings.

Success of the theory: the particle spectrum includes a massless spin-2 particle.

This is the graviton. So gravitational interactions are automatically included

in superstring dynamics.

Problems:

• The theory is consistent only in 10 (i.e., 9+1) dimensions.

Solution: Use compactified dimensions (the old Kałuza-Klein idea).

• Where are the other interactions?


